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We consider a family of birth processes and birth-and-death
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family incorporates three famous models from very different ﬁelds:
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urban growth model, and Moran’s inﬁnite alleles model. We study
stationary distributions and limit shapes as n tends to inﬁnity, and
present a number of results and conjectures.
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1. Introduction
Draw a Young diagram at random under some probability distribution on the partitions of n;
scale its row lengths by a factor 1/an and column heights by a factor an/n so that the total area of
the diagram is 1. Vershik and others have studied how such random Young diagrams may approach
a limit shape as n grows [20]. The historically ﬁrst and most famous example of such results is the
limit shape of partitions chosen according to the Plancherel measure [21,12]; see [1] for a discussion
of the importance of this result. Here we will be more concerned with another of Vershik’s examples:
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limit shape
e−(π/
√
6 )x + e−(π/
√
6 )y = 1. (1)
For some probability distributions on partitions there is no limit shape, i.e., no single shape is ap-
proached in probability. Vershik calls such cases “non-ergodic” [20]. These non-ergodic cases were
recently studied in some detail by Yakubovich [24] who, among other examples, discusses why the
Ewens distribution on partitions,
Prob(λ) = n!
θ(θ + 1) · · · (θ + n− 1)
∏
k
θ rk(λ)
rk(λ)!krk(λ) , (2)
has no limit shape (assuming θ is constant as n → ∞).
In this paper we will study limit shapes obtained from stochastic processes on Young diagrams. More
speciﬁcally, we will deal with birth-and-death processes where in each step one square is added to
or removed from the Young diagram, cf. [2]. We were inspired by three famous models from different
applied areas which turn out to be of similar ﬂavors when framed in terms of Young diagrams:
The Rost model. Rost [16] studied the limit behavior of a one-dimensional asymmetric particle sys-
tem. In discrete time, this system can be described as a randomly growing Young diagram where
in every step an inner corner is drawn uniformly at random and ﬁlled with a new square [17].
From Rost’s result it follows that this process tends to the limit shape
√
x+ √y = 61/4 under scaling
an = n1/2.
The Simon model. One of the many accomplishments of Nobel prize winning economist Herbert
Simon was a mathematical model of urban growth proposed to explain the universal observation
that the distribution of city sizes tend to satisfy a power law (sometimes referred to as “Zipf ’s law
for cities”) [8,11,18]. This model has been rediscovered many times; it is also known as “Polya’s
inﬁnite urn model” or a “Yule process” or a “preferential attachment model.” Simon’s model can be
formulated as a randomly growing Young diagram where in each step the new square forms a new
row with some probability μ, and otherwise it is placed in the inner corner associated with the length
of the row of a square drawn uniformly at random among the already existing squares. Simon’s result
says that as the number of squares tend to inﬁnity, the expected number E[rk] of rows of length k
will approach a power law. Chung and Lu showed that asymptotically the scaled expected number
E[rk]/n is attained in probability. In Section 4.2 we derive a limit shape from these results.
The Moran model. A very important model in mathematical population genetics is the so-called
Moran model with inﬁnitely many alleles [7]. This is a birth-and-death process which, formulated in
terms of Young diagrams, consists of alternating births and deaths of squares so that at the end of
each birth-and-death period the Young diagram has a ﬁxed size n. Each birth obeys the same rule
as in Simon’s model above (with some parameter μ), and the birth is followed by a death occurring
in the outer corner associated with the length of the row of a square drawn uniformly at random.
Ewens showed that the stationary distribution of this process is the Ewens distribution (2), with
θ = nμ/(1 − μ). As mentioned above, for ﬁxed θ (i.e., for μ ∼ 1/n) this distribution is known not
to yield any limit shape. In Section 6.1 we show that a limit shape exists, under scaling an = 1/μ,
whenever nμ → ∞.
As far as we know, the parallels between these three models have never been pointed out before.
Considering these models within a common framework, we also obtain a number of other processes
worth studying. For instance, in our framework the Moran model is obtained from the Simon model
through addition of a death step that is analogous to the birth step. If we do the same thing to
the Rost model, we obtain the birth-and-death process where births occur in uniformly drawn inner
corners and deaths occur in uniformly drawn outer corners. In Section 6.4 we show that its limit
shape satisﬁes Eq. (1), i.e., the same limit shape as Vershik found for the uniform distribution.
We will present a rather large collection of theorems and conjectures. The theorems are obtained
through various methods; indeed, we still lack a general approach to these questions. The conjectures
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lengths are scaled down by a factor 12/3= 4). The four inner corners are marked.
are based on simulations of the processes, through which we obtain approximate average shapes for
large values of n. Through simulations we can investigate which scaling an seems to give a limit
average shape as n tends to inﬁnity.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After ﬁrst presenting the basic deﬁnitions on limit
shapes (Section 2) we present our framework for describing a family of birth processes and birth-
and-death processes on Young diagrams (Section 3). We then discuss the limit shapes of the birth
processes of our framework (Section 4). Moving on to birth-and-death processes with birth steps and
death steps of analogous types, we ﬁrst analyze stationary distributions (Section 5) and then limit
shapes (Section 6). One can also combine birth steps of one type with death steps of another type.
For these processes, we have no analytical results but a few conjectures (Section 7).
2. Preliminaries
Let Pn = {λ: λ  n} be the set of partitions of the integer n > 0 into parts λ1  λ2  · · · λN > 0.
The number of parts of the partition is denoted by N = N(λ). For i > N , it will be convenient to deﬁne
λi := 0.
To describe a partition λ we list its parts, like (λ1, λ2, . . .). We will identify a partition λ with its
Young diagram, consisting of rows of squares such that the ith row has length λi . Thus the number of
rows is N(λ) =∑k rk(λ) and the total number of squares is n =∑i λi =∑k krk(λ), where rk denotes
the number of parts of size k > 0.
The boundary of a Young diagram is deﬁned by an alternating sequence of inner corners and outer
corners. As illustrated in Fig. 1 there is one inner corner and one outer corner for each positive row
length present in the diagram, and an additional inner corner corresponding to rows of length zero.
We will let Nout = Nout(λ) denote the number of outer corners of λ. Hence, the number of inner
corners is 1+ Nout.
As n grows we can rescale Young diagrams so that their areas are always 1. Following Vershik [20],
we say that the scaling is an if row lengths are multiplied by 1/an and column heights are multiplied
by an/n (Fig. 1). Thus the border of the rescaled diagram of λ  n is the stepwise decreasing function
φ˜
(n)
λ : [0,∞) → [0,∞) given by
φ˜
(n)
λ (x) :=
an
n
∑
kanx
rk(λ). (3)
For each positive integer n, let ν(n) be some probability distribution on Pn . As discussed by Vershik
and others, cf. [6,20,24], it is often possible to ﬁnd a sequence {an} of scalings such that the rescaled
diagrams approach a limit shape φ in probability as n grows to inﬁnity. By this one means that
lim
n→∞ν
(n){λ: ∣∣φ˜(n)λ (x) − φ(x)∣∣< }= 1
holds for any  > 0 and any point x in the domain [0,∞). If it holds for any point x > 0 but not
necessarily for x = 0 we call it an open limit shape. If limn→∞ E[φ˜(n)λ (x)] = φ(x) for any x 0, we say
that φ(x) is a limit average shape.
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We will here give a structured account of a family of random processes on Young diagrams. We
are interested in processes where each step entails either the birth of one square or the combined death
of one square and birth of another.
Births and deaths always occur in inner corners and outer corners, respectively. We will con-
sider three main ways of choosing an inner corner, and three corresponding ways of choosing an
outer corner. First, we need a tool to associate squares with row lengths, and row lengths with cor-
ners.
Deﬁnition 1. Consider some given Young diagram λ. For any square s let κ(s) denote the length of the
row to which s belongs. If κ is a row length, let Out(κ) and Inn(κ) denote the unique outer corner
and inner corner, respectively, for which the row coordinate is κ :
Out(κ) = (κ,max{i | λi = κ}) and Inn(κ) = (κ,max{i | λi > κ}).
For the inner corners at the ends, this deﬁnition is interpreted as Inn(0) = (0,N) and Inn(λ1) =
(λ1,0).
3.1. Types of death
Assume a current Young diagram λ. We shall consider the following three ways of killing an outer
corner.
desquare Choose a square s uniformly at random, and remove the corresponding outer cor-
ner Out(κ(s)).
derow Choose a non-empty row i uniformly at random, and remove the corresponding outer cor-
ner Out(λi).
decorner Choose an outer corner of λ uniformly at random and remove it.
Observe that if one obtains λ′ from λ by removing outer corner Out(κ), then the number of rows
of length k 1 changes as follows:
rk
(
λ′
)=
⎧⎨
⎩
rκ (λ) − 1 if k = κ,
rκ−1(λ) + 1 if k = κ − 1,
rk otherwise.
(4)
The total number of rows changes only if the removed square was in a row by itself:
N
(
λ′
)= {N(λ) − 1 if κ = 1,
N(λ) otherwise.
(5)
3.2. Types of birth
Again assume that the current Young diagram is λ with n squares. For each of the three types
of death, we will deﬁne analogous births. These deﬁnitions are somewhat more complicated because
births involve an extra degree of freedom: the probability μ of birth occurring at inner corner Inn(0),
i.e. creating a new row of length 1. For the birth step corresponding to desquare, it is natural to
have μ as a parameter—indeed, this is exactly the step used in Simon’s model.
square(μ): With probability μ create a new row of length 1. Otherwise make a uniformly random
choice of a square s and insert a new square at the corresponding inner corner Inn(κ(s)).
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corners. If all inner corners are of equal probability, then we obtain μ = 1/(1 + Nout(λ))—indeed,
this is exactly the step used in Rost’s model. In order to vary μ we ﬁnd it natural to give a special
weight w to the inner corner Inn(0) that corresponds to creation of a new row, with Rost’s model
obtained at w = 1.
cornerw : With probability
μ = w
w + Nout(λ)
create a new row of length 1, i.e., insert a square at inner corner Inn(0). Otherwise, make a uni-
formly random choice among the other Nout(λ) inner corners and insert a new square there.
Thus, the probability of any given inner corner other than Inn(0) is 1/(w + Nout(λ)).
The birth step corresponding to derow lies conceptually in-between the previous two birth steps.
We thus ﬁnd it natural to consider two versions. The ﬁrst version is the row(μ) step, which has
a ﬁxed probability μ of creation of a new row—in analogy with the square(μ) step. The second
version is the roww step, where the probability μ of creating a new row depends on the current
number of rows—in analogy with the cornerw step (where μ depends on the current number of
inner corners). The precise deﬁnitions are as follows.
row(μ): With probability μ create a new row of length 1. Otherwise make a uniformly random
choice of a row i among the N(λ) non-empty rows and insert a new square at the corresponding
inner corner Inn(λi).
roww : With probability
μ = w
w + N(λ)
create a new row of length 1. Otherwise make a uniformly random choice of a row i among the
N(λ) non-empty rows and insert a new square at the corresponding inner corner Inn(λi). In other
words, for κ > 0 the probability of inner corner Inn(κ) is
rκ
w + N(λ) .
3.3. Combination of birth steps and death steps
Every combination of a type of death and a type of birth, with alternating deaths and births,
deﬁnes a birth-and-death process on Young diagrams. In the course of such processes, the size of the
diagram will oscillate by one square. In the introduction we discussed the Moran model with inﬁnitely
many alleles, which in the above scheme is equivalent to the square(μ)-desquare process. However,
here we will follow the convention from Strimling et al. [19] to think of these processes as “death-
then birth” and instead consider the desquare-square(μ) process. The limit shape is, of course, the
same whether we look at Young diagrams after the death step or after the birth step.
4. Limit shapes and average shapes of birth processes
Here we will consider what limit shapes, if any, that we obtain for the birth processes of our
framework. After dealing with the Rost and Simon models, we will spend the most effort on the
row(μ) and roww processes, which seem to be heretofore undocumented.
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(right) with scaling an = (n/w)1/2.
4.1. Birth process cornerw: generalizing the Rost model
The cornerw process with parameter w = 1 (so that all inner corners are equally probable) is
equivalent to the discrete time version of the process studied by Rost [16,17]. It follows from Rost’s
results that for scaling an = n1/2 the process gives the limit shape √x+ √y = 61/4.
Simulations show that for smaller values of w and scaling an = (n/w)1/2 the shape fast approaches
a straight line with slope −1, as shown in Fig. 2. The explanation is that for w 	 1, new rows are
created at a much slower rate than existing rows grow; every row will typically host an inner corner
and grow at a rate 1/w times the rate at which new rows are created. Thus all rows grow with the
same rate and the typical difference in length between two adjacent rows will be 1/w , so the slope
of the unscaled diagram is −w , which means slope −1 after scaling by an = (n/w)1/2. Such argument
can be made rigorous with great effort, as we show below in our treatment of the roww process.
It is an open question whether one can mathematically describe the interpolation between these
two limit shapes as one gradually changes w from 1 to 0.
4.2. Birth process square(μ): the Simon model
The square(μ) birth process is equivalent to Simon’s model of urban growth [18]. The process is
also known as Polya’s inﬁnite urn model [3], as well as many other names such as a Yule process or
a preferential attachment model (see [13] for a review). Although the model has been the subject of
very much attention, we have never seen it treated in terms of limit shapes of integer partitions.
Let ρ := 1/(1−μ) > 1. In our terminology, Simon proved an exact formula for E[r(n)k ], the expected
number of rows of length k in a diagram of n squares obtained through the square birth process. For
convenience, deﬁne
e(n)k :=
E[r(n)k ]
n
.
In terms of Eq. (3), this corresponds to using scaling an = 1. Simon’s formula then says that
e(n)k =
μ(k − 1)!
(2− μ)(k + ρ)(k + ρ − 1) · · · (2+ ρ) =
μΓ (2+ ρ)Γ (k)
(2− μ)Γ (k + ρ + 1) . (6)
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yield
Γ (k)
Γ (k + ρ + 1) = k
−(ρ+1)(1+ O (1/k)). (7)
Chung and Lu [3] used the same model, under the name of the “inﬁnite Polya process,” as an
application of their work on concentration inequalities. They proved that
∣∣∣∣ r
(n)
k
n
− e(n)k
∣∣∣∣ 2
√
k3 lnn
n
holds with probability at least 1− 2
n
(
1+ 1
n
)k−1
(8)
for all n > 0 [3, Theorem 40]. The result of Chung and Lu does not immediately give us a limit shape,
because the shape is given by sums of the rk , and potentially there are n such terms in which case
the sum of the error terms does not tend to zero. However, we can ﬁrst deduce that we only need to
consider a much smaller number of terms.
Lemma 1. Choose λ ∈Pn by running the square birth process. Let m := lnn. Then
1
n
n∑
k=m+1
rk(λ) → 0
in probability as n → ∞.
Proof. By deﬁnition we have
∑n
k=1 krk(λ)/n = 1 and hence also
∑n
k=1 ke
(n)
k = 1. By these equalities
and Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) we have, with probability at least 1− 2mn (1+ 1n )m ,
n∑
k=m+1
krk(λ)/n = 1−
m∑
k=1
krk(λ)/n
= 1−
m∑
k=1
[
ke(n)k + O
(√
k3 lnn
n
)]
=
n∑
k=m+1
ke(n)k + O
(
m
√
m3 lnn
n
)
=
n∑
k=m+1
μΓ (2+ ρ)
2−μ k
−ρ(1+ O (1/k))+ O(m
√
m3 lnn
n
)
.
As n → ∞ with m = lnn, the last expression clearly tends to zero, and the equation holds with a
probability that tends to one. 
It is now relatively straightforward to derive a limit shape.
Theorem 1.With scaling an = 1, the square birth process has a discrete open limit shape satisfying
y = μΓ (2+ ρ)
(2− μ)ρ x
−ρ + O (x−(ρ+1)), for x = 1,2,3, . . . .
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yn(x) = 1
n
n∑
k=x
rk(λ)
and Lemma 1 says that in probability this sum is asymptotically equal to
1
n
lnn∑
k=x
rk(λ).
Much like the proof of Lemma 1, this sum can be approximated by means of Eqs. (6), (7) and (8) to
yield
y(x) = lim
n→∞
lnn∑
k=x
μΓ (2+ ρ)
(2− μ) k
−(ρ+1)(1+ O (1/k))
in probability. Approximation by an integral yields the formula in the theorem. 
4.3. Birth process square(μn) with μn varying during the process
Already Simon [18] observed that it may be interesting to study the square(μ) birth process
also in cases where μ is not constant during the process but depends on n, the current number of
squares. As far as we have seen in the literature only one such case has been thoroughly studied:
the case where step n uses μn = θ/(n + θ), so that nμn/(1 − μn) = θ is constant. In mathematical
population biology this model is known under the name of Hoppe’s urn model [4]. Hoppe [9] showed
that partitions generated by n steps of this model are sampled from the Ewens distribution (2). As we
discussed in the introduction, it is known in the literature on limit shapes that the Ewens distribution
does not yield a limit shape for constant θ [24]. We can thus immediately state the following result.
Theorem 2. Let θ be any positive constant and let μn = θ/(n+ θ). Then the square(μn) birth process has no
limit shape.
Nothing is known for other dependencies of μn on n.
4.4. Birth processes roww and row(μ)
The roww and row(μ) processes on Young diagrams seem not to have been explicitly studied
before, and are among our main contributions in this paper. We are grateful to Timo Seppäläinen for
pointing out to us that the roww process is equivalent to the following continuous time process on
particles moving along the integer points of the x-axis from the origin and to the right:
The independent particle process: Start with an inﬁnite supply of particles at the origin. Particles move
from the origin to site 1 according to a Poisson process with rate w . Particles that reach site 1
begin their own, independent, random walks to the right, taking each step at rate one.
If we interpret particle positions as row lengths, every event in the independent particle process
corresponds to a step of the roww process. We shall use this interpretation to prove the following
limit shape result.
Theorem 3.With scaling an = (n/w)1/2 , the roww process has the limit shape
y =max{0,√2− x}.
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in every step. As the number of rows increases, the probability of any given row being chosen in the
birth step decreases. Thus, if we consider the ratio between the probability that a new row is created
and the probability that any given row is chosen in the birth step, this ratio increases linearly with
the number of rows. Thus, the row(μ) process is equivalent to the following continuous time particle
process.
The accelerating independent particle process: Let Nt be the total number of particles at sites to the right
of the origin at time t . Particles move from the origin to site 1 with the (increasing) rate Ntμ, and
then begin their own independent random walks to the right with rate 1. To start the process,
the ﬁrst particle enters site 1 at time 0.
Using this interpretation, we shall prove the following limit shape result.
Theorem 4. For any ﬁxed n andμn, choose a random partition κ(n) ∈Pn by starting with a diagram consisting
of a single square and running the row(μn) process over n − 1 birth steps. Suppose μn log(μnn) → 0 and
μnn → ∞ as n → ∞. Then κ(n) with scaling an = 1/μn has the limit shape
y = e−x.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the quite technical proofs of Theorems 3 and 4, start-
ing with three Chernoff type inequalities. For these arguments we ﬁnd it convenient to adopt the
following notation.
Deﬁnition 2. For a real number x, we will write x+ =max{0, x} and x− =min{0, x}.
For x = 0, the symbol >x means > if x > 0 and < if x < 0. Similarly, the symbol x means  if
x > 0 and  if x < 0. Finally, <x and x have the same meaning as >−x and −x , respectively.
4.5. Three propositions
The ﬁrst proposition is a standard result due to Chernoff.
Proposition 1 (Chernoff bounds). Let X be a real-valued random variable. Then, for any real a and r = 0, we
have
P
(
(X − a)r r) exp inf
tr0
fr(t),
where we deﬁne fr(t) := log E(etX ) − (a + r)t for any real t such that E(etX ) exists (and the inﬁmum are
taken only over those t).
Proof. If t r 0, Markov’s inequality yields that
P
(
(X − a)r r)= P(e(X−a)t  ert) e−rt E(e(X−a)t)= e fr(t).  (9)
The next two propositions are relatively straightforward applications of Chernoff bounds.
Proposition 2. Let X1, X2, . . . be independent random variables, exponentially distributed with mean 1, and
deﬁne Sn := X1 + X2 + · · · + Xn. Then, for any ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that
P
(
(Sn − n)ζ ζn
)
 e−|ζ |nδ
for all non-negative integers n and all ζ ∈ R such that |ζ | > ε.
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since Sn > 0. Thus, in the following we assume that ζ > −1.
As in Proposition 1, deﬁne
fζn(t) := log E
(
etSn
)− (1+ ζ )nt = −(1+ ζ )nt − log(1− t).
It is easy to verify that fζn(t) is minimized by setting t = ζ/(1+ζ ), so the following bound is optimal:
inf
tζ 0
fζn(t) fζn
(
ζ/(1+ ζ ))= −|ζ |n · (sgn(ζ ) − |ζ |−1 log(1+ ζ )).
It is also easy to verify that the continuous function g(ζ ) := sgn(ζ ) − |ζ |−1 log(1 + ζ ) is bounded
below from zero as ζ > −1 and |ζ | > ε, i.e. there is a δ > 0 such that g(ζ ) > δ for all such ζ . The
proposition now follows from Proposition 1. 
Proposition 3. Let X1, X2, . . . be independent exponentially distributed random variables with E(Xi) = 1/i.
For any 1 k , put Sk, := Xk + Xk+1 + · · · + X−1 . Then, for each ε > 0, there are δ, δ′ > 0 such that,
P
((
Sk, − log k
)
r ζ ·
(
1+ log 
k
))
 e−|ζ |·((1+log k )kδ′− 12 ),
P
((
Sk, − log k
)
r ζ ·
(
1+ log 
k
))
 e−(1+log k )kδ,
for any ζ ∈ R, and k,  ∈ Z+ such that |ζ | > ε and k .
Proof. The case k =  is trivial, so let us assume that k < .
The cumulant-generating function for Xi is given by log E(etXi ) = − log(1 − ti ) and since
X1, . . . , X−1 are independent, we obtain
log E
(
etSk,
)= − −1∑
i=k
log
(
1− t
i
)
which is deﬁned for t < k.
Put r := ζ · (1+ log k ). By Proposition 1,
P
((
Sk, − log k
)
r r
)
 exp inf
tζ 0
fr(t), (10)
where we deﬁne
fr(t) := −rt − t log 
k
−
−1∑
i=k
log
(
1− t
i
)
.
Since |log(1 − tx )| is a decreasing function of x for x k > t , we obtain an upper bound for fr(t) by
integration from k to  if we add the ﬁrst term of the sum if t > 0:
fr(t)−rt − t log 
k
− log
(
1− t
+
k
)
−
∫
k
log
(
1− t
x
)
dx
= −rt − ( − t) log
(
1− t

)
+ (k − t − (sgn t)+) log(1− t
k
)
.
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fr(t)−rt + t log
(
1− t

)
− (t + (sgn t)+) log(1− t
k
)
,
and since the middle term is non-positive,
fr(t)−rt −
(
t + (sgn t)+) log(1− t
k
)
. (11)
Put uζ := 1− e−ζ/2. Then, by (11),
inf
t: tζ 0
fr(t) fr(uζk)−ruζk −
(
uζk + (sgn ζ )+
)
log(1− uζ )
= −|ζ | ·
((
1+ 2 log 
k
)
k
|uζ |
2
− 1
2
(sgn ζ )+
)
−|ζ | ·
((
1+ log 
k
)
kδ′ − 1
2
)
,
if we choose
δ′ = 1
2
min
{|uε|, |u−ε|}< 1
2
|uζ |.
The ﬁrst inequality in the proposition now follows from Proposition 1. The second inequality is a sim-
ple consequence of the ﬁrst one. 
4.6. Proof of Theorem 3
Let X1 be the time until the ﬁrst particle leaves the origin, and, for k = 2,3, . . . , let Xk be the time
elapsing from when the (k− 1)th particle leaves the origin to when the kth particle leaves the origin.
For k, i = 1,2, . . . , let Yk,i be the time particle k is waiting at site i before going to site i + 1. Thus Xk
is exponentially distributed with mean 1/w , and Yk,i is exponentially distributed with mean 1; all Xk
and Yk,i are independent.
Let ν(t) be the particle composition at time t , i.e. νk(t) is the position of particle k at time t . At the
time t = T when ν(t) gets its nth square, we have obtained a composition that we call λ(n) = ν(T )
(but the particle process continues for ever). If we sort the parts of λ(n) we obtain the sampled
partition in Pn .
For any k ∈ Z+ , t > 0 and α = 0, let sαk (t) := ((1 + α)t − w−1k)+ . Intuitively, after time t , the
position of the kth particle is probably approximately (t − w−1k)+ = s0k (t). To be more precise, we
have the following lemma.
Lemma 2. For any α = 0,
lim
t→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: νk(t)α sαk (t))= 1.
Proof. For convenience, let Sk := X1 + X2 + · · ·+ Xk and Tk(a) := Yk,1 + Yk,2 + · · ·+ Yk,a−1 for a > 0.
First, we observe that for t,a > 0 and k ∈ Z+ the following equivalence holds by the deﬁnition of
the particle process:
νk(t) a ⇐⇒ Sk + Tk(a) t. (12)
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have
t − E[Sk + Tk(sαk (t))]= t − w−1k − ⌈(1+ α)t − w−1k⌉+ 1= −αt + R,
where |R|  1. If the sum of Sk and Tk(sαk (t)) is far from its mean, then at least one of the terms
must be far from its mean:
P
(
Sk + Tk
(
sαk (t)
)
α t
)= P(Sk + Tk(sαk (t))− E[Sk + Tk(sαk (t))]α −αt + R)
 P
(
Sk − E[Sk]α (−αt + R)/2
)
+ P(Tk(sαk (t))− E[Tk(sαk (t))]α (−αt + R)/2).
By Proposition 2 there is a δ > 0 such that the above is less than
e−|αt−R|·wδ/2 + e−|αt−R|·δ/2 = e−Θ(t),
and we conclude that there is a function f (t) = e−Θ(t) such that
P
(
Sk + Tk
(
sαk (t)
)
α t
)
 f (t) (13)
whenever sαk (t) > 0. If s
α
k (t) > 0, then by (12) we have
P
(
νk(t) >
α sαk (t)
){ P (Sk + Tk(sαk (t)) t) if α > 0,
= P (Sk + Tk(sαk (t)) > t) if α < 0
 P
(
Sk + Tk
(
sαk (t)
)
α t
)
.
Combining this with (13) yields
P
(∃k ∈ Z+: sαk (t) > 0 and νk(t) >α sαk (t)) #{k ∈ Z+: sαk (t) > 0} · e−Θ(t) = Θ(t) · e−Θ(t) → 0
as t → ∞.
What happens when k is so large that sαk (t) = 0? If α < 0, obviously
P
(∃k ∈ Z+: sαk (t) = 0 and νk(t) >α sαk (t))= 0
as νk(t) is always non-negative. Assume instead that α > 0. Clearly, sαk (t) = 0 if and only if k 
(1+ α)wt , so
P
(∃k ∈ Z+: sαk (t) = 0 and νk(t) > 0) P(ν(1+α)wt(t) > 0)= P (S(1+α)wt  t)
which is bounded by e−Θ(t) by Proposition 2. 
Our next lemma gives an approximation of λ(n)k .
Lemma 3. For any γ = 0,
lim
n→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k γ sγk (√2n/w ))= 1.
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T = inf
{
t:
∞∑
k=1
νk(t) = n
}
= inf{t: ∀k ∈ Z+, νk(t) = λ(n)k }
is the time t until ν(t) has exactly n squares. First, we will use Lemma 2 to show that T is probably
approximately
√
2n/w . Let 0 < |β| < 1 and deﬁne tβ := (1+ β)√2n/w . Then, for any α ∈ R such that
0 < |α| < 1, we have
1
n
∞∑
k=1
sαk
(
tβ
) = √w/n
∞∫
0
sαy√wn 
(
tβ
)
dy
= √w/n
∞∫
0
(
(1+ α)(1+ β)√2n/w − w−1y√wn )+ dy
−−−→n→∞
∞∫
0
(
(1+ α)(1+ β)√2− y)+ dy
= (1+ α)2(1+ β)2.
Choose α = 0 such that sgnα = − sgnβ and |α| is small enough so that (1 + α)2(1 + β)2 >β 1.
Lemma 2 now yields that
lim
n→∞ P
( ∞∑
k=1
νk
(
tβ
)
>β n
)
= 1,
and we conclude that
lim
n→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: νk(tβ)β λ(n)k )= 1.
If we apply Lemma 2 once more, but this time with α := β , we obtain
1= lim
n→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k β sβk (tβ)) P(∀k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k γ sγk (√2n/w ))
if we choose β = 0 such that sgnβ = sgnγ and |β| is small enough such that (1+ β)2 <γ 1+ γ . 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 3. Take any x 0 and ε = 0 and let
Q := P((wn)−1/2#{k ∈ Z+: √w/n · λ(n)k > x}>ε ((1+ ε)√2− x)+).
We have to prove that
lim
n→∞ Q = 0. (14)
For x  (1 + ε)√2, clearly Q is non-increasing in x, so we may assume, without loss of generality,
that x < (1+ ε)√2.
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0 < γ /ε < 1. We have
√
w/n · sγK (n)(
√
2n/w ) = (x+ (γ − ε)√2− (wn)−1/2R)+,
which is  x if ε > 0 and > x for large n if ε < 0.
Since sγk (
√
2n/w ) is non-increasing in k, it follows that
sγk (
√
2n/w )
√
n/w · x for k ⌈K (n)⌉ if γ > 0, (15)
sγk (
√
2n/w ) >
√
n/w · x for k ⌈K (n)⌉ if γ < 0, (16)
for large n.
Finally, we have all the tools we need to prove (14).
Q = P((wn)−1/2#{k ∈ Z+: √w/n · λ(n)k > x}>ε ((1+ ε)√2− x)+)

{
P (∃k K (n): √w/n · λ(n)k > x) if ε > 0,
P (∃k K (n): √w/n · λ(n)k  x) if ε < 0
 P
(∃k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k >γ sγk (√2n/w ))→ 0 (as n → 0)
where the last inequality follows from (15) and (16) and the limit follows from Lemma 3. 
4.7. Proof of Theorem 4
For k = 1,2, . . . , let Xμk be the time elapsing from when the kth particle leaves the origin to when
the (k + 1)st particle leaves the origin. For k, i = 1,2, . . . , let Yk,i be the time particle k is waiting at
site i before going to site i + 1. Thus Xμk is exponentially distributed with mean (μk)−1, and Yk,i is
exponentially distributed with mean 1; all Xμk and Yk,i are independent.
For convenience, let Sμk, := Xμk + Xμk+1 +· · ·+ Xμ−1 and Tk(a) := Yk,1 + Yk,2 +· · ·+ Yk,a for a 0.
Let νμ(t) be the particle composition at time t , i.e. νμk (t) is the position of the kth particle at
time t . At the time t = T when ν(t) gets its nth square, we have obtained a composition that we call
λ(n) = ν(T ) (but the particle process continues for ever). If we sort the parts of λ(n) we obtain the
sampled partition in κ(n)Pn .
For any integers 1 k , let νk(,μ) := νμk (S1,) and let sαk (,μ) := ((1+ α) log (1+α)k )+μ−1.
The following lemma gives an approximation for νk(n,μn).
Lemma 4. Given a sequence 0 < μn → 0 and a positive integer sequence n → ∞ such that μn log n → 0,
for any α = 0 the following holds:
lim
n→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: νk(n,μn)α sαk (n,μn))= 1.
Proof. For convenience, let us write νk and sαk instead of νk(n,μn) and s
α
k (n,μn).
If k > n clearly νk = sαk = 0, and if α < 0 and k > (1 + α)n then sαk < 0; in either case νk α sαk
holds. Thus, it suﬃces to show that
lim
n→∞ P
(∀k (1+ α−)n: νk α sαk )= 1.
In what follows we assume that k (1+ α−)n .
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νk > a ⇐⇒ Sμnk,n > Tk(a). (17)
Thus,
P
(
νk >
α sαk
)= P(Sμnk, − Tk(sαk )>α 0) (18)
= P(Sμnk, − Tk(sαk )− s0k + ⌊sαk ⌋>α ⌊sαk ⌋− s0k) (19)
 P
(
Sμnk, − s0k >α
(⌊
sαk
⌋− s0k)/2)+ P(Tk(sαk )− ⌊sαk ⌋>−α (s0k − ⌊sαk ⌋)/2). (20)
Assume without loss of generality that |α| < 1/2 and hence (1 + α) log(1 + α) >α α/2. For some
0 R < 1, we have
⌊
sαk
⌋= μ−1n (1+ α) log (1+ α)nk − R,⌊
sαk
⌋− s0k = μ−1n
(
(1+ α) log(1+ α) + α log n
k
)
− R
>α μ−1n
α
2
(
1+ log n
k
)
− R.
If n is large, (sαk  − s0k )/sαk  is bounded away from zero, so Propositions 2 and 3 yield that there is
a δ > 0 such that (20) is bounded by
e−δ·k(1+log
n
k ) + e−δ·|μ−1n α2 (1+log nk )−R|.
We conclude that there is a function f (n) = e−Θ(μ−1n ) such that
P
(
νk >
α sαk
)
< e−δ·k(1+log
n
k ) + f (n)
for every k n .
By summing over k, we obtain
P
(∃k n: νk >α sαk ) ∑
1kn
e−δ·k(1+log
n
k ) +
∑
1kn
f (n).
From our assumption that μn log n → 0, it follows that
∑
1kn
f (n) = O (ne−Θ(μ−1n ))→ 0,
and a simple calculation reveals that the ﬁrst sum also tends to zero as n → ∞:
∑
1kn
e−δ·k(1+log
n
k ) 
∑
1klog n
e−δ·log
n
logn +
∑
log n<k<∞
e−δ·k
∼ −δn (logn)1+δ +
−δn
−δ → 0. 1− e
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Lemma 5. Given a sequence 0 < μn → 0 such that μn log(μnn) → 0, for any γ = 0 the following holds:
lim
n→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k γ sγk (μnn,μn))= 1.
Proof. First, we will use Lemma 2 to show that the number of rows of λ(n) is probably approxi-
mately μnn.
Let 0 < |β| < 1 and deﬁne βn := (1 + β)μnn. Then, for any α ∈ R such that 0 < |α| < 1, we
have
lim
n→∞
1
n

β
n∑
k=1
sαk
(

β
n ,μn
)= (1+ α)(1+ β)
1∫
0
log
1
u
du = (1+ α)(1+ β).
Choose α = 0 such that sgnα = − sgnβ and |α| is small enough so that (1+α)(1+β) >β 1. Lemma 4
now yields that
lim
n→∞ P
( ∞∑
k=1
νk
(

β
n ,μn
)
>β n
)
= 1,
and we conclude that
lim
n→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: νk(βn ,μn)β λ(n)k )= 1.
If we apply Lemma 4 once more, but this time with α := β , we obtain
1= lim
n→∞ P
(∀k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k β sβk (βn ,μn)) P(∀k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k γ sγk (μnn,μn))
if we choose β = 0 such that sgnβ = sgnγ and |β| is small enough such that (1 + β)2 <γ
1+ γ . 
Now we are ready to prove Theorem 4.
Proof of Theorem 4. Take any x 0 and ε = 0 with |ε| < 1 and let
Q := P((μnn)−1 · #{k ∈ Z+: μnλ(n)k > x}>ε e−x).
We have to prove that
lim
n→∞ Q = 0. (21)
Deﬁne K (n) := μnn(1+ ε)e−x/(1+ε) > 0 and R := K (n) − K (n) ∈ [0,1). Pick a γ ∈ R with sgnγ =
sgnε and |γ | positive but very small. We have
lim
n→∞μns
γ
K (n)(μnn,μn) = (1+ γ )
(
x
1+ ε + log
1+ γ
1+ ε
)+
,
which, if |γ | is small enough, is  x if ε > 0 and > x if ε < 0.
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Since sγk (μnn,μn) is non-increasing in k, it follows that
sγk (μnn,μn)μ
−1
n x for k
⌈
K (n)
⌉
if γ > 0, (22)
sγk (μnn,μn) > μ
−1
n x for k
⌈
K (n)
⌉
if γ < 0, (23)
for large n.
Finally, we have all the tools we need to prove (21).
Q = P((μnn)−1 · #{k ∈ Z+: μnλ(n)k > x}>ε e−x)

{
P (∃k K (n): μnλ(n)k > x) if ε > 0,
P (∃k K (n): μnλ(n)k  x) if ε < 0
 P
(∃k ∈ Z+: λ(n)k >γ sγk (μnn,μn))→ 0 (as n → 0)
where the last inequality follows from (22) and (23) and the limit follows from Lemma 5. 
5. Stationary distributions of birth-and-death processes of consistent types
We shall here consider the stationary distributions of the birth-and-death processes that are
of “consistent” types, in the sense that the birth step is analogous to the death step: desquare-
square(μ), derow-row(μ), derow-roww and decorner-cornerw . For a given n, processes with
alternating births and deaths can be regarded as random walks on the Hasse diagram for Pn ∪Pn−1
partially ordered by inclusion of Young diagrams, i.e., the bipartite graph Gn on the vertex set
Pn ∪ Pn−1 where there is an edge between λ ∈ Pn and λ′ ∈ Pn−1 if λ′ is the result of removing
some outer corner from λ (see Fig. 3).
For each direction of an edge (λ,λ′) of Gn we deﬁne a weight by
−→π
(
λ,λ′
) := the probability of the death step taking λ to λ′
and
←−π
(
λ,λ′
) := the probability of the birth step taking λ′ to λ.
Let i = 0,1,2, . . . indicate time. At even time steps (t = 2i) the unit probability mass is distributed
over Pn; at odd time steps (t = 2i + 1) it is instead distributed over Pn−1. Between time steps the
probability mass travels along the edges according to their weights:
p2i+1
(
λ′
)=∑−→π (λ,λ′)p2i(λ), p2i+2(λ) =∑
′
←−π
(
λ,λ′
)
p2i+1
(
λ′
)
.λ λ
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Analogously, p2i+1 = podd is an odd-step stationary distribution on Pn−1 if p2i+3(λ′) = p2i+1(λ′) for all
λ′  n− 1.
A suﬃcient condition for a pair of distributions (peven, podd) to be stationary on Pn and odd-
step stationary on Pn−1, respectively, is that along each edge (λ,λ′) the probability mass that travels
from λ to λ′ in a death step equals the probability mass that returns from λ′ to λ in the following
birth step. This condition can be expressed as
peven(λ)
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= podd(λ′)←−π (λ,λ′). (24)
Below we will use the suﬃcient condition (24) to prove exact expressions for the stationary distri-
butions. In particular, we will retrieve the Ewens distribution (2) on Pn−1 as the odd-step stationary
distribution for the desquare-square(μ) process because of the equivalence between the inﬁnite al-
leles Moran model and the square(μ)-desquare process.
Proposition 4. The stationary distribution of the desquare-square(μ) process on Pn is given by
peven(λ) = const1 n θ
N(λ)∏
k rk(λ)!krk(λ)
, (25)
where θ = (n− 1)μ/(1− μ). The corresponding odd-step stationary distribution on Pn−1 has
podd
(
λ′
)= const1 n− 1
1− μ
θN(λ
′)∏
k rk(λ
′)!krk(λ′) . (26)
The stationary distribution of the derow-row(μ) process on Pn, is given by
peven(λ) = const2 φ
N(λ)N(λ)!∏
k rk(λ)!
, (27)
where φ = μ/(1−μ). The corresponding odd-step stationary distribution on Pn−1 has
podd
(
λ′
)= const2 φN(λ′)N(λ′)!
(1− μ)∏k rk(λ′)! . (28)
The stationary distribution of the derow-roww process on Pn, is given by
peven(λ) = const3 N(λ)w
N(λ)∏
k rk(λ)!
. (29)
The corresponding odd-step stationary distribution on Pn−1 has
podd
(
λ′
)= const3 (w + N(λ′))wN(λ′)∏
k rk(λ
′)! . (30)
The stationary distribution of the decorner-cornerw process on Pn, is given by
peven(λ) = const4 Nout(λ)wN(λ), (31)
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present in λ. The corresponding odd-step stationary distribution on Pn−1 has
podd
(
λ′
)= const4(w + Nout(λ′))wN ′(λ). (32)
Proof. The desquare-square(μ) process has edge weights
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= κrκ (λ)
n
,
because there are a total of κrκ (λ) choices of squares in rows of length κ , and
←−π
(
λ,λ′
)=
{
(1−μ)(κ−1)rκ−1(λ′)n−1 if κ > 1,
μ if κ = 1,
because κ = 1 means that the new square shall create a new row. It is not diﬃcult to check the
suﬃcient condition for stationarity of the pair (25) and (26) of distributions:
peven(λ)
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= const1 κrκ (λ)∏
k
θ rk(λ)
rk(λ)!krk(λ)
=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
const1(κ − 1)rκ−1(λ′)∏k θ rk(λ′)rk(λ′)!krk(λ′) if κ > 1,
const1 θ
∏
k
θ rk(λ
′)
rk(λ′)!krk(λ′)
if κ = 1
= podd
(
λ′
)←−π (λ,λ′).
The derow-row(μ) process has edge weights
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= rκ (λ)
N(λ)
and
←−π
(
λ,λ′
)=
{
(1−μ) rκ−1(λ′)N(λ′) if κ > 1,
μ if κ = 1.
As in the previous case, we can check the suﬃcient condition for stationarity of the pair (27) and (28)
of distributions:
peven(λ)
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= const2 rκ (λ)
N(λ)
φN(λ)N(λ)!∏
k rk(λ)!
=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
const2
rκ−1(λ′)
N(λ′)
φN(λ
′)N(λ′)!∏
k rk(λ
′)! if κ > 1,
const2
φ1+N(λ′)N(λ′)!∏
k rk(λ
′)! if κ = 1
= podd
(
λ′
)←−π (λ,λ′).
The derow-roww process has edge weights as follows:
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= rκ (λ)/N(λ)
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←−π
(
λ,λ′
)=
{ rκ−1(λ′)
w+N(λ′) if κ > 1,
w
w+N(λ′) if κ = 1.
Again it is straightforward to check the suﬃcient condition for stationarity of the pair (29) and (30)
of distributions:
peven(λ)
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= const3 rκ (λ)wN(λ)∏
k rk(λ)!
=
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
const3
rκ−1(λ′)wN(λ
′)∏
k rk(λ
′)! if κ > 1,
const3 w
1+N(λ′)∏
k rk(λ
′)! if κ = 1
= podd
(
λ′
)←−π (λ,λ′).
The decorner-cornerw process has edge weights
−→π(λ,λ′) = 1/Nout(λ) and
←−π
(
λ,λ′
)=
{ 1
w+Nout(λ′) if κ > 1,
w
w+Nout(λ′) if κ = 1.
The suﬃcient condition for stationarity of the pair (31) and (32) of distributions is easily checked:
peven(λ)
−→π
(
λ,λ′
)= const4 wN(λ)
=
{
const4 wN(λ
′) if κ > 1,
const4 w1+N(λ
′) if κ = 1
= podd
(
λ′
)←−π (λ,λ′). 
We have not been able to ﬁnd expressions for the stationary distributions of the processes for
inconsistent combinations of births and deaths, such as derow-square(μ). Small examples reveal
that their stationary distributions do not satisfy condition (24), and hence we cannot use the same
approach.
6. Limit shapes of birth-and-death processes of consistent types
Here we shall attempt to ﬁnd the limit shapes of the birth-and-death processes of consistent type.
For the desquare-square(μ) process (the Moran model) we prove the limit shape y = E1(x) under
scaling an = 1/μ and certain conditions on μ. For the decorner-cornerw process with w = 1 we
prove that the limit shape is the same as the well-known limit shape under the uniform distribution.
We also offer three mutually related conjectures, saying that y = e−x seems to be the limit shape for
each of the following three processes: the derow-roww process with scaling an = √n/w; the derow-
row(μ) process with μ → 0 and scaling an = 1/μ; and the decorner-cornerw process with w → 0
and scaling an = √n/w .
6.1. Birth-and-death process desquare-square(μ): the Moran model
As we have mentioned, the desquare-square(μ) process is equivalent to the Moran model. The
stationary distribution is the Ewens distribution, for which it is known that it has no limit shape
for ﬁxed θ [24]. From the point of view of the desquare-square(μ) process, however, the important
parameter is μ. A ﬁxed value of θ corresponds to the special case nμ → θ as n → ∞. If instead we
allow nμ to grow indeﬁnitely, we do obtain a nice limit shape.
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Theorem 5. Assume that μ → 0 and μn → ∞ when n tends to inﬁnity. Choose the scaling an = 1/μ. Then
the stationary distribution of the desquare-square(μ) process has the open limit shape
y(x) =
∞∫
x
e−t
t
dt.
This shape, illustrated in Fig. 4, is also known as the “exponential integral” E1(x), or as Γ (0, x)
where Γ (β, x) denotes the incomplete Gamma function.
In order to prove Theorem 5, we ﬁrst need a couple of lemmas. The ﬁrst one is due to Strim-
ling et al. [19, Eq. (2)] and gives an exact formula for the expected number of rows of any given
length.
Lemma 6 (Strimling et al.). For λ ∈Pn sampled according to the stationary distribution over for the desquare-
square process, the expected number of parts of size k is
E
[
rk(λ)
]= μn (1− μ)k−1
k
k−1∏
i=1
n− i
n− 1− (1− μ)i . (33)
Our next lemma gives an approximation of E[rk(λ)] that is more handy than the exact formula
above.
Lemma 7. Assume that μ → 0 and μn → ∞ when n → ∞. Then, for any ε > 0 and a > 0, the following
holds for all suﬃciently large n.
∀k: E[rk(λ)]< (1+ ε)μn(1− μ)k/k,
∀k a/μ: E[rk(λ)]> (1− ε)μn(1− μ)k/k.
Proof. By (33) it suﬃces to show that the product
H :=
k−1∏ n− i
n− 1− (1− μ)i
i=1
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It is easily veriﬁed that n−in−1−(1−μ)i is a decreasing function of i and that it is smaller than 1 if i > 1/μ.
Thus we obtain upper and lower bounds for H as follows:
H 
(
n− 1
n− 2+μ
)1/μ
=
(
1+ 1−μ
n− 2+ μ
)1/μ
∼ exp 1
μn
which approaches 1 since nμ → ∞, and
H 
(
n− (k − 1)
n− 1− (1−μ)(k − 1)
)k−1
=
(
1+ 1−μ(k − 1)
n− 1− (1−μ)(k − 1)
)k−1
∼ exp
(
(1− μ(k − 1))(k − 1)
n− 1− (1−μ)(k − 1)
)
,
which tends to 1 uniformly for k a/μ since μn → ∞. 
Finally, we need to bound the variance of sums of rk(λ) in order to show that E1(x) is not only a
limit average shape but a limit shape.
Lemma 8. For all m,
Var
[ ∞∑
k=m
rk(λ)
]

∞∑
k=m
E
[
rk(λ)
]
.
Proof. This is Proposition 2 in [5]. (There, rk(λ) is called Xk and E[rk(λ)] is called fk .) 
At last, we are ready to settle the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 5. Fix an x 0.
First we will show that E1(x) is the limit average shape, i.e. E[φ˜(n)λ (x)] → E1(x).
Let a be an arbitrary number greater than x, and write
E
[
φ˜
(n)
λ (x)
]= 1
μn
∑
x/μka/μ
E
[
rk(λ)
]+ 1
μn
∑
k>a/μ
E
[
rk(λ)
]
. (34)
Let t := μ and deﬁne x˜ := μx/μ and a˜ := μa/μ. By Lemma 7, the ﬁrst sum on the right-hand
side of (34) is
1
μn
∑
x/μka/μ
E
[
rk(λ)
]→ ∑
x/μka/μ
(1− μ)k/k
=
∑
t∈{x˜,x˜+t,x˜+2t,a˜}
(1− μ)t/μ
t
t
→
a∫
x
e−t
t
dt,
and, for any ε > 0, the second sum on the right-hand side of (34) is
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μn
∑
k>a/μ
E
[
rk(λ)
]
< (1+ ε)
∑
k>a/μ
(1− μ)k/k
 (1+ ε)
∑
k>a/μ
e−μk/k
 (1+ ε)
∑
ka˜/μ
e−μkμ/a˜
= (1+ ε)μ
a˜
e−a˜
1− e−μ
∼ (1+ ε)e−a˜/a˜.
Since a was chosen arbitrarily, we conclude that
E
[
φ˜
(n)
λ (x)
]→
∞∫
x
e−t
t
dt = E1(x).
Now we must show that E1(x) is a not only a limit average shape, but a limit shape, i.e. for any
 > 0,
P
(∣∣φ˜(n)λ (x) − E1(x)∣∣> )→ 0. (35)
By the triangle inequality,
P
(∣∣φ˜(n)λ (x) − E1(x)∣∣> ) P(∣∣φ˜(n)λ (x) − E[φ˜(n)(x)]∣∣>  − ∣∣E[φ˜(n)(x)]− E1∣∣)
which, for large n, is no more than P (|φ˜(n)λ (x) − E[φ˜(n)(x)]| > /2) since E1(x) is the limit average
shape. By Chebyshev’s inequality,
P
(∣∣φ˜(n)λ (x) − E[φ˜(n)(x)]∣∣> /2) Var[φ˜
(n)
λ (x)]
(/2)2
,
and by Lemma 8 we have
Var
[
φ˜
(n)
λ (x)
]= 1
(μn)2
Var
[ ∑
kx/μ
rk(λ)
]
 1
(μn)2
E
[ ∑
kx/μ
rk(λ)
]
= 1
μn
E
[
φ˜(n)(x)
]
∼ 1
μn
E1(x) → 0,
where we use the assumption that μn → ∞. Finally, combining the inequalities above yields (35). 
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6.2. Birth-and-death process derow-roww
Proposition 4 states that for w = 1 the stationary distribution of the derow-roww process is
peven(λ) = const N(λ)∏
k rk(λ)!
.
From this expression it is easy to see that for n a triangular number L(L + 1)/2, the Young dia-
gram with the highest probability is the staircase shaped diagram (L, L − 1, L − 2, . . . ,1). However,
simulations show that the limit average shape is exponential, see Fig. 5, and not the straight line cor-
responding to a staircase. This means that the single most probable partition is not of the same shape
as the limit average shape.
Conjecture 1. Choose the scaling an = (n/w)1/2 . Then the stationary distribution of the derow-roww process
has the limit shape
y(x) = e−x.
In addition to evidence from simulations, the conjecture is supported by the following hand-
waving argument. First construct a new model where we ﬁx an N , and in each time step make a ran-
dom choice between a roww birth step and a derow-death step, with P(birth) = (w+N ′)/(w+N)N ′/N+(w+N ′)/(w+N)
where N ′ signiﬁes the current number of rows. Clearly, if N ′ > N then P(birth) < 1/2 and so the ten-
dency will be for N ′ to decrease. Similarly, if N ′ < N then P(birth) > 1/2 and the tendency will be for
N ′ to decrease. Therefore on average we expect N ′ = N and equally often occurring births and deaths,
and hence we expect this model to behave similarly to the original derow-roww model.
The new model is equivalent to a particle model with independent particles that leave the origin
at rate w/(w + N) and then move to the right at rate 1/(w + N) and move to the left at rate 1/N
until they are absorbed when they hit the origin. For this model it is obvious that the equilibrium
distribution must have E[rk] = w(N/(w + N))k . This gives ∑∞k=1 E[rk] = N and n := ∑∞k=1 E[krk] =
N(N + w)/w . After scaling an = (n/w)1/2 we obtain the average limit shape
y(x) = lim
N→∞
1√
nw
∑
kx√n/w
E[rk] = e−x.
Further, using the toolbox in [3] it seems doable to show that this is a proper limit shape for the new
model. However, we do not know of any way of making rigorous the similarity between the new and
original models.
6.3. Birth-and-death process derow-row(μ)
Conjecture 2. Let μ → 0 as n → ∞ and choose the scaling an = 1/μ. Then the stationary distribution of the
derow-row(μ) process has limit shape
y(x) = e−x.
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a row(μ) step corresponds to w/(w + N) in a roww step. According to Conjecture 1, in the derow-
roww process the number of rows of a typical partition is asymptotically N = (n/an)y(0) = (nw)1/2
with small deviations. Thus a derow-row(μ) process with μ = w/(w + (nw)1/2) is approximated
by a derow-roww process. This implies a discrete shape approximated by y(x) = e−x for scaling
an = (n/w)1/2 = (1 − μ)/μ. As μ → 0 a continuous shape is approached, and asymptotically the
scaling is an = 1/μ.
6.4. Birth-and-death process decorner-cornerw
Proposition 4 states that the stationary distribution of the decorner-cornerw process for w = 1
is given by
peven(λ) = constNout(λ),
where Nout(λ) denotes the number of outer corners. As was the case for the derow-roww process,
this probability is maximized by the staircase shape, but again this turns out not to be the limit
shape.
Theorem 6. Choose the scaling an = n1/2 . Then, as n tends to inﬁnity, the shape of λ ∈Pn sampled according
to the stationary distribution of the decorner-cornerw process with w = 1 has the limit shape
e−(π/
√
6 )x + e−(π/
√
6 )y = 1,
which is the same limit shape as for the uniform distribution on Pn.
Proof. Let φ(x) := −
√
6
π log(1 − e−πx/
√
6) be the limit shape for the uniform distribution. Fix x > 0
and ε > 0 and let ν be a random partition drawn uniformly from Pn . It is well known (see e.g. [15,
Lemma 1]) that
P
(∣∣φ˜(n)ν (x) − φ(x)∣∣> ε)= O (a√n)
for some 0 < a < 1.
Since a partition of size n cannot have more than n outer corners, for any ﬁxed κ ∈ Pn we have
P (λ = κ) nP (ν = κ). Thus,
P
(∣∣φ˜(n)λ (x) − φ(x)∣∣> ε)= ∑
κ∈Pn
|φ˜(n)κ (x)−φ(x)|>ε
P (λ = κ)

∑
κ∈Pn
|φ˜(n)κ (x)−φ(x)|>ε
nP (ν = κ)
= nP(∣∣φ˜(n)ν (x) − φ(x)∣∣> ε)
= O (na√n )
which tends to zero as n → ∞. 
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We also have a conjecture about the limit shape for small w .
Conjecture 3. If w → 0 as n → ∞, the shape of λ ∈ Pn sampled according to the stationary distribution of
the decorner-cornerw process has the limit shape
y = e−x
under scaling an = (n/w)1/2 .
This conjecture is supported by simulations and follows intuitively from Conjecture 1, because for
small w every row will typically host a corner, in which case the model is approximately equivalent
to the derow-roww model.
7. Conjectures on limit shapes of birth-and-death processes of inconsistent types
Simulations of the processes where births are not analogous to deaths suggest a varying collec-
tion of phenomena. Here we mention just a few conjectures that we ﬁnd particularly interesting:
a conjectured limit shape and a conjectured non-ergodic case.
Fig. 6 shows the shape of a sample partition obtained after one million steps of the decorner-
roww process for w = 0.5 and n = 10,000, illustrating the following conjecture.
Conjecture 4. The stationary distribution of the decorner-roww process with scaling an = (n/w)1/2 has
limit shape
y =max{0,√2− x}.
In contrast, for some parameter values the derow-square(μ) process exhibits a phenomenon of
multiple attracting shapes that suggests the process may not have a limit shape. For instance, we ran
two simulations of the derow-square(μ) process of one million steps each, for n = 400, μ = 0.95,
and the same initial partition. The two simulations gave two utterly different average shape: one had
a very long longest row (about 370 squares long, thus containing more than 90 percent of the total
area), whereas the other average shape had a very short longest row (3.5 squares long). Simulations
of the decorner-square(μ) process exhibits the same phenomenon.
Conjecture 5. The stationary distributions of the derow-square(μ) and decorner-square(μ) processes are
non-ergodic cases, i.e., do not yield limit shapes under any scaling.
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In this paper we have studied the limit shapes of a family of birth and birth-and-death processes
on Young diagrams that include the Moran model from population genetics, the Simon model of ur-
ban growth, and Rost’s particle model. We introduced a framework that proved useful to organize
this family of processes. However, we have found no general approach to limit shapes that is suc-
cessful for all processes in the framework. For instance, although for birth-and-death processes with
analogous types of birth steps and death steps we were able to ﬁnd expressions for the stationary
distributions, we could not use them to ﬁnd all limit shapes. Indeed, we have only conjectures for the
limit shapes of processes of type derow-row. For mixed types of births and deaths we do not even
have the stationary distributions. Thus our investigation has opened up a number of new research
questions.
As pointed out to us by an anonymous reviewer, the limit shape y(x) = e−x in Conjectures 1–3 co-
incides with the limit shape of uniformly random partitions of n into k parts in the asymptotic regime
where both n and k grow to inﬁnity and k grows at a rate asymptotically slower than
√
n [22,23]. We
do not know whether there is a connection.
We have here only considered processes where each step deals with the birth or death of a single
square. Multi-square steps are also worth considering, though. For instance, Jockusch, Propp and Shor
studied the birth process where every inner corner is ﬁlled with a ﬁxed probability, and found the
limit shape to be a quarter-ellipse [10,17]. Similarly, the “Bulgarian solitaire” can be interpreted as
a birth-and-death process with multi-square steps [14]. We are currently working on an extension of
our framework to incorporate such multi-square step processes.
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